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Just a note about the paper that's being widely shared as
'ventilation making no difference' to school transmission &
transmission being 'close contact' mostly. This is really
misleading, and there are many problems with these
conclusions.🧵 

SARS-CoV-2 Incidence in Secondary Schools; the Role of National and…
Background: The aim of this study is to gain insight into the role of national and
school-initiated COVID-19 measures, CO2 concentration, and airborn

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4204882

1) This study is massively underpowered to detect any effect of ventilation, given that most

schools had CO2 levels below 800ppm in this study (perhaps because it was being monitored

& ventilation was good?). So v. few datapoints with lots of time spent the above 800ppm
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What people are describing as 'no effect' is essentially an effect of 1.46x ( 95% confidence

intervals - 0.76-2.81) increase in risk for >10% time spent above 800ppm. The increase in

risk for poor ventilation could be as high as 2.8x or could be nothing.

We can't say because the study is *massively* underpowered to tell us whether ventilation

makes a difference. But the central estimate actually suggests it may make a substantial

difference, but uncertainty is very high because of the very few samples with poor

ventilation.

The authors actually say this very clearly in the limitations, which seems to have been

completely lost in messaging from some experts who have minimised the role children play

in transmission throughout the pandemic.

2) The only period of full attendance examined in the study was Oct-Dec 2020 (pre-delta),

and the remaining periods examined had between 20-50% attendance only- so not

generalisable, because we know mitigations like reduced class sizes will massively reduce

risk.

3) Misclassification of exposure is also a major limitation- this would bias results to near the

null by introducing noise. Essentially, CO2 levels were measured for 1-2 days & not

throughout, so may not reflect the whole period.

4) The study depends on ascertaining cases in children based on symptom-based testing, as

most studies have done- and we know this hugely underestimates infection in children.

Again, the authors acknowledge this very important limitation.
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Outbreaks in schools are often missed because of silent spreading. If we just compare

UKHSA data in England to ONS data, it shows ascertainment of cases is *much* lower in

children compared with adults. Again, this biases study results towards the null. 
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5) So the major part of the study when attendance was full is in the early pandemic- pre-

delta - and a period when there was focus on ventilation, physical distancing, test, trace +

quarantine. None of which represent anything near what we have now, or even a year ago.

6) Now let's talk about air sampling- the idea that because SARS-CoV-2 wasn't detected in

settled dust samples (I've no idea how good these are for sampling, but SARS-CoV-2 and

other airborne viruses are notoriously difficult to detect in the air!) -transmission is close

contact

I'll leave others more knowledgable than me to comment on collecting settled dust in bags,

and waiting for 4 weeks to test for virus - but let me talk about what we actually know about

epidemiological outbreak assessment in schools- from tracing & genomic surveillance

We know airborne spread is rife in schools & other environments, because we have *so

many* studies of superspreading in different scenarios- crowded indoor environments that

show outbreaks spanning long distances & rapidly spreading outbreaks in schools involving

large numbers.
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• • •

So you can look at the epidemiological evidence directly which shows clear evidence of

airborne transmission. Unlike what the paper says, this really isn't up for debate. And

epidemiological evidence here trumps inability to find virus in air which is pretty hard to

detect anyway

So we can't reverse everything we've learned in the past 2.5 years about airborne

transmission based on this!!! This study unfortunately doesn't show us anything, except that

underpowered research shouldn't be overinterpreted...

Again, many of us would have to spend far less time 'debunking' these claims if 'experts'

didn't make them - based on evidence that they can't make them from. At the very least read

the paper before you make claims!

And to the 'I'm just sharing without making claims' while quoting the study on 'close contact'

being the predominant mode of transmission - you are fully complicit in putting out

misleading information - because you can't actually infer this from the study!


